Part II, Archaeological Approaches, contains four articles by Southwestern archaeologists. Each one is a solid contribution to both migration studies and Southwestern archaeology. In Chapter 2, Bernardini explores the fluidity of social boundaries and the nested nature of identity evident in Native American oral traditions as a contrast to the static culture areas defined by early archaeologists. In Chapter 3, Fowles perceptively asks us to consider whether movement was the normal state for Southwestern groups and settlement actually a disruption of those normal patterns. Darling's Chapter 4 explores migration among the O'odham of southern Arizona and the ways that in traditional songs, expressing cognitive geography, were transformed during migration. Clark redefines migration in Chapter 5 and provides a rich exploration of two migrations to southern Arizona. In the process, he shows us how to break down migration into workable topics.
Part III, Archaeolinguistic Approaches contains two papers. Using an innovative focus on the conceptual metaphor, archaeologist Scott Ortman (Chapter 6) finds ancient Mesa Verde metaphors in modern Rio Grande Pueblo languages. Shifting focus to Mesoamerica, Beekman and Christensen emphasize the difficulties with identifying migration in complex societies and urge the use of multidisciplinary approaches. Ethnolinguistic Approaches comprise Part IV. In the first of three papers in this section, Hill (Chapter 7) uses linguistic paleontology to document two migrations of Uto-Aztecan speakers, from northwestern Mesoamerica to the Colorado Plateau and from the Colorado Plateau to coastal southern California. In Chapter 7, Fowler uses a variety of data, including documentary, linguistic, and oral traditions, to examine the Numic expansion, advocating a micro-scale approach to this long-standing problem. Chapter 10 by Ehret shifts the reader to eastern Africa and uses word-borrowing and archaeology to look at the historic movements of the Maa people.
Part V, Bioanthropological Approaches, contains five short papers that examine migration using genetics, biogeochemistry, and modeling. Knudson (Chapter 11) uses strontium isotopes to explore the possibility of Tiwanaku colonists populating different parts of the south-central Andes. Fix (Chapter 12) uses genetics to examine movements among Semai of Malaya, concluding that studies using anthropological genetics should consider different forms of migration, as well as other evolutionary forces for explaining spatial genetic patterns. Bolnick (Chapter 13) considers migration from the perspective of molecular anthropology, examining gene flow among ancient Hopewell communities, as well as the broader question of migration and postmarital residence in eastern North America. The last two papers in Part V, by Frankenberg and Konigsberg (Chapter 14) and Hunley (Chapter 15) use modeling to evaluate different approaches to identifying migration.
Part VI, Lessons from Contemporary Migration, contains a single paper by a cultural anthropologist. Tsuda (Chapter 16) provides a useful and thought-provoking analysis of the extent to which the concepts and theories developed in studies of modern migration can be applied to the past. He concludes that they can and underscores the similarities and differences between migrations then and now. This contribution has many insights for archaeologists attempting to studying migration in the past.
Rethinking Anthropological Perspectives on Migration brings all four subdisciplines of anthropology together to work on a single topic. The reader is left with a good understanding of the goals and methods applied to the study of migration in each field. Several of the papers use methods from more than one sub-discipline, an encouraging sign that the four-field approach is still effective. This is a volume that every scholar of migration will want to read. While they may want to focus only on those sections that fit their sub-disciplinary interests, they will be rewarded by reading of the entire volume.
